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NAT GREENE CALENDAR 

MEETINGS & EVENTS 

December 14, 2010 - Holiday Social. We will have a casual social time to swap fish stories and 
enjoy good food and company. Feel free to bring your favorite appetizer, but that is certainly not 
necessary. Also, we will have a slide show of fishing pictures from 2010. Please email fish, 
scenery, or trip photos to David Dow at oakislandbum@gmail.com.  All are welcome.  Leonard 
Recreation Center, 6324 Ballinger Road, Greensboro, NC 27410, 7:00 p.m.   map and directions  
  
January 11, 2011 - Monthly meeting, topic TBA.  All are welcome.  Leonard Recreation Center, 
6324 Ballinger Road, Greensboro, NC 27410, 7:00 p.m.   map and directions  
  
  
Membership: Everyone accepted    Dues: None!   
  
Door Prizes at every meeting! 
  
==================================================== 
  
Dear Members, 
  
It's with great sadness that I must report the recent loss of 
Sonny Cashion, a long time member and dear friend to so 
many of us.  Sonny passed away early Thursday, November 
18, 2010 at Wesley Long Community Hospital; funeral 
services will be held at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday, November 
20, 2010 at Forbis and Dick North Elm Chapel. The family 
will receive friends for one hour prior to the service.  You 
can view his obituary and sign his online guestbook here. 
  
Sonny has been a member of Nat Greene for more than 20 
years and we'll all miss his warmth, smile, and friendship.  
He was one of the most talented and knowledgeable people 
on all types of fishing that any of us will ever have the 
pleasure to meet.  We're going to miss him terribly. 
  
http://www.forbisanddick.com/obituary-details.php?id=912 
  
  
==================================================== 
  

The First 46 Years 
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by Jim Brady  
  
I have recently celebrated a milestone birthday, my 60th. This occasion has made me 
think of how my life has progressed, and not in a maudlin way. In particular, I am struck 
by how different fly fishing is now compared to the 1960’s when I began my life-long 
pursuit.  
  
When LBJ was president, rods were either made of bamboo or fiberglass, depending on 
your finances. I knew quite a few people who vowed never to fish with anything but 
cane. I even had a friend whose father was a bamboo rod maker and who had prepared 
several blanks ready to be finished so his son would never have to fish with glass. The 
Garcia company, famous for its line of Mitchell spinning reels, offered a line of glass 
rods and I memorized the prices. Many fishermen used five and six weight Fenwick rods. 
An Orvis Battenkill bamboo rod went for around $100.00.  
  
Line selection was not difficult because you had a choice of two manufacturers. Cortland 
floating lines were orange-peach in color while Scientific Anglers offered white and 
brown lines. Full sinking lines were common; try to find one now. Aside from that 
shortcoming, today’s fisherman can choose from a plethora of tapers and manufacturers. I 
recall, however, that a floating double taper cost about $10 in the mid-60’s compared to 
nearly $50 now.  
  
Graphite came along in the mid-1970’s. I bought the first rod I saw. It was an early 
Leonard and terrible. It looked like a long, gray lead pencil and seemed to lack a taper 
except when more line than I could handle was outside the rod tip. Orvis eventually came 
out with a full flex taper that was widely accepted. In fact, that same taper is still sold 
today.  
I started out fly fishing by dragging a Royal Coachman wet fly through pods of hatchery 
fish. Sometimes one would impale itself on the gaudy fly. I gradually learned about 
casting and maintaining a vague idea of where the fly was. I mainly cast and let 
probability take over. The root of my problem was that I cast too far to stay in touch with 
the fly. I mimicked what I read in Field & Stream and other outdoor magazines. No 
writer ever confessed to fishing a short line. I learned the hard way that long casts made 
knowing where the fly was and what it was doing nearly impossible. Still, I did not fish 
as short a line as I generally do when trout fishing today.  
  
My early attempts at fishing a dry fly were usually conducted in secret. It was not a pretty 
sight. I cast too far and didn’t understand the impact of drag. I slowly learned to plan a 
pattern of casts to cover the water in a systematic fashion. Then I focused on eliminating 
drag and my catches increased dramatically. One fishing partner often fished dries 
downstream on a slack line. Another friend stripped line off his reel and shook it out 
through the rod tip to lengthen his drifts. I attended a lecture by Doug Swisher in 1976 
just after Fly Fishing Strategies was published and he put the pieces of the presentation 
puzzle together. Now I prefer to fish slightly upstream, across or across and down. I only 
fish directly upstream when forced to.  
  



Nymphing was another story. It was an aloof, mysterious art form beyond the ken of 
beginners like myself. Typical of the time, Jim Quick wrote in 1960 that nymphing was 
“the topmost rung on the ladder of meticulous angling” that “required years of 
concentrated study, observation and experimentation.” All the nymphing I saw (and 
precious little of it!) was restricted to upstream casting followed by a dead drift 
downstream. How anyone ever knew a fish took the fly was unknown to me (this 
timeframe was at least twenty years before the advent of strike indicators). The mystery 
was compounded by the fly patterns in use, usually taken from Ernest Schweibert’s 
Matching the Hatch. Ernie may have written a masterpiece but the flies he described 
looked absolutely nothing like anything in nature. The strange looking artificials in the 
fly shop drove me to overturning rocks so I could see what actually lived down there. 
Today, the tables have been turned and a beginner’s first attempt at fly fishing usually 
involves hanging a nymph under a strike indicator. Everyone’s fly box contains pheasant 
tail, hare’s ear and Prince nymphs. My father fished worms on a fly rod so well I simply 
cut off the bait hook and replaced it with a Prince nymph. He practiced high sticking on a 
short line so effectively I saw to it he always had at least four Princes in his box.  
  
On a side note, ‘fly shops’ didn’t exist as they do today. My local ‘fly shop’ was a 
counter within the local rod and gun shop. Beneath the counter top lay fly reels and boxes 
of flies. The wall behind the counter had shelves to the ceiling holding fly tying materials 
and lines (I learned to store tying materials in labeled shoe boxes from this wall). Hip 
boots and waders were in the back of the store next to the hunting clothing. The first 
shops dedicated solely to fly fishing were usually quite small affairs because there just 
wasn’t that much stuff to sell. The number and variations of rods, reels and lines for sale 
today could not have been imagined in the 1960’s. Everyone seemed to fish a very 
minimal number of patterns compared to the thousands available nowadays.  
  
A lot of people fished wet flies back then, usually casting two or three at a time across the 
stream and letting them swing back across at the end of the drift. Despite actually 
catching a few fish, I found this method sometimes produced incredible tangles. It also 
had the potential to lose multiple flies on a single cast. In one heavily fished pool, 
someone sank a wooden milk crate filled with rocks in the just the wrong spot. This thing 
was a real nuisance. I think they were trying to collect spinning lures but the darn thing 
didn’t discriminate. I have recently begun to fish wets again after a considerable hiatus. 
They are still effective under the right conditions. I took a brown about twenty five inches 
long in the North Toe last year on a lowly Black Gnat wet fly.  
  
The final and most important facet of my development as a fly fisherman began when I 
realized I was a lousy caster. Like everyone else, I practiced casting on grass (I still get 
crass remarks from the neighbors when I take a rod out just to cast a little in the yard). 
Fly lines actually grip the water slightly and that attraction helps to load the rod to initiate 
the backcast. Lines don’t grip grass at all and gave me the false impression I could pull 
more line off the water than it would actually allow. Watching someone begin a cast by 
ripping a long length of line off the water elicited comments like “Practicing on the lawn, 
huh?”  
  



I have spent nearly my entire career as a fly fisherman 
working on my casting. My first lesson involved recognizing 
the line I bought (because it was white) was too light for my 
rod; when I lined it with a heavier Cortland line, the rod 
suddenly came alive in my hand. I later learned curve casting 
from Doug Swisher and that dramatically improved my trout 
fishing. I got quite a shock after moving to North Carolina 
when I tried to cast for the distance demanded by lake and 

saltwater fishing. Now I’m pretty consistent out to about seventy feet and really enjoy 
throwing a long line. There’s something special about throwing a Clouser minnow almost 
the length of the line, letting the fly sink and having a fish slam into it after only a few 
strips. When a false albacore responds to the hook point with a steaming 150 yard run, 
that’s even better.  
  
With forty-plus years of hindsight, I look back at my time on the water as a great, 
unfinished adventure. I inwardly plead for at least another twenty years. I figure I can fish 
streamers into my eighties because someone will invent a hook eye big enough for me to 
see. Or maybe the stock market will recover and I can hire someone to tie on my flies for 
me. At any rate, I’ve found the best thing a fly fisherman can do is fish. Spend as much 
time on the water as you can. Maybe you will find, as I have, that you learn something 
new every time out. That’s what keeps me interested and coming back for more. Fly 
fishing is an ever changing game, a constant learning experience. It has evolved into 
much more than a sport for me. I wish you the same. 
  
==================================================== 
  

Fly-Fishing Group Offers an Escape From the Hospital  
reprinted from the New York Times online edition 
  
By Dave Caldwell 
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/11/giving/11CAST.html  
  
THE South Platte River in Colorado ran cold and clear that Sunday, clear enough 
even for Rhonda Carey to see the fish she was trying to catch. The wind was so 
strong, she recalled, that the volunteer who was helping her had to hold on to her 
hip-waders to keep her upright.  
  
And yet three exhilarating hours flew by in what seemed like five minutes, with 
Ms. Carey keenly spotting bugs flitting above the river’s surface and the 
branches of the trees bobbing in the wind. Even before she caught a fish, she 
decided her first time fly-fishing would not be her last.  
  
“I discovered this Zen feeling about fly-fishing that I never would have 
experienced otherwise,” she said in a recent telephone interview. “But I got 
hooked on it.”  
  

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/11/giving/11CAST.html


Ms. Carey was one of 556 breast cancer patients participating this year in the 42 
free retreats coordinated by Casting for Recovery. Lori Simon, the group’s 
executive director, said the program had grown significantly; in 2005, it had 331 
patients in 30 such events.  
  
Casting for Recovery, a nonprofit support and educational program founded in 
1996 and based in Manchester, Vt., now is looking for a ripple effect, so to 
speak. Ms. Simon said the group, which will have retreats in 34 states in 2011, 
would eventually like to organize 100 retreats a year across all 50 states.  
  
“This is really inserting them into a new and unexpected environment,” Kate Fox, 
the national program manager for Casting for Recovery, said of the participants. 
“They say, ‘It’s the kind of thing I never thought I’d do, but I’m having a blast.’ It’s 
a support group that’s not a support group.”  
  
Ms. Carey, a wife, mother and grandmother, is a Stage 4 patient, which means 
cancer has spread, the worst prognosis. She was skeptical when she showed up 
in September with 13 other women for a three-day retreat at the North Fork 
Ranch in Shawnee, Colo.  
  
As is the case at other Casting for Recovery retreats, the medical conditions of 
the women varied widely. Sharing histories was not the foremost goal of the 
weekend; learning to do something different was. One of the concepts is the 
motion of casting, which is gentle and therapeutic, Ms. Simon said, helping tissue 
regenerate better.  
  
For many, there is another bonus. Susan Gaetz, a volunteer coordinator in 
Texas, remembers a retreat participant telling her, “I finally feel distracted.” 
Participants are not obligated to talk about their medical cases, but oftentimes, 
many of the fledging fly-fishers do just that.  
  
“For some reason, it creates an environment where people really want to share, 
where they really want to support each other,” Ms. Gaetz said. “A lot of times, the 
women live life in a bubble — they’re so focused on their health, and they’re so 
focused on their treatment. But cancer isn’t the focus of the weekend. Learning to 
fly-fish is.”  
  
Ms. Simon says 70 percent of retreat participants have not participated in a 
cancer support group before their weekend away. She said: “They just got done 
with the hospital. They don’t want to go back to the hospital for a support group. 
This gets them out. It really separates them from everything they do every day.”  
The retreats are intended to be enjoyable and comfortable, and they can be as 
challenging as the participants want to make them. A psychotherapist and a 
nurse or physical therapist attend each retreat with four volunteer fly-fishing 
instructors, who start with the fundamentals and work up.  
  

http://castingforrecovery.org/


Before the participants wade into the river to catch fish (and release them), they 
have been taught about the basics of the equipment. They learn the right knots 
for tying on the artificial flies and even a little about entomology. They also learn 
the delicate art of fly-casting.  
  
Jennifer Slade, who participated in an August retreat in West Cornwall, Conn., 
said she was “a bit apprehensive” about what she was getting into. Her husband, 
Steve, had coaxed her into signing up for the program as a way to recover 
physically and emotionally.  
  
She learned she had Stage 1 breast cancer in August 2009, and surgery, 
chemotherapy and radiation had cleared the disease seven months later. A 
mother of two young daughters, Ms. Slade had never gone fly-fishing and was 
not sure she had a good reason for learning.  
  
Then she got into the river. Dragonflies lighted on her hands, like helicopters, 
before rising to snatch flitting bugs out of midair. She said the experience was 
indescribable.  
  
“You just have to get out there to do it,” she said. “I almost felt not worthy to be 
there.”  
  
Also unexpected were the quick friendships she made with the other 13 
participants, all strangers before the weekend. The experience of fishing was 
relaxing and mesmerizing enough to be a pleasant distraction to them, but it also 
brought them together. Now they share e-mail.  
  
“They get it,” she said. “If you say, ’My back hurts,’ they understand.”  
  
Referring to cancer, she added: “Every ache or pain you feel, you’re thinking, ‘It’s 
back.’ And they get it.”  
  
Len Carrescia, a Casting for Recovery volunteer and board member whose wife, 
Carole, is a two-time cancer survivor, said he remembered a participant once 
telling him, “This is the most positive experience I have had since I had breast 
cancer, period.”  
  
Mr. Carrescia, who lives in Florida and Connecticut, said: “I realized the 
emphasis is really on recovery. It’s not a bunch of women sitting around and 
crying or hugging each other.”  
  
And that has helped him deal with his wife’s illness. “It’s very frustrating for the 
person who doesn’t have it,” he said. “I’m not a doctor or a surgeon or anything, 
so there wasn’t anything I could do.”  
  



To offer programs at no cost to participants, Casting for Recovery receives 
money from family foundations, national breast cancer organizations, individual 
annual gifts, corporate donors and several national sponsors. But about half of its 
national budget of $1 million is raised by local volunteers, said a spokeswoman, 
Margot Page. More than 82 cents of every dollar raised goes directly to group 
programs, she said.  
  
Corporate sponsors include the Hartford Financial Services Group, L. L. Bean, 
Under Armour, SmartWool, and Temple Fork Outfitters, as well as the Orvis 
Company, the founding sponsor. Trout Unlimited, a fisheries conservation group, 
and chapters of the Federation of Fly Fishers are also sponsors.  
  
As Casting for Recovery looks for ways to raise money for additional retreats, 
there is such a demand for spots in the program that women can participate only 
once. Ms. Carey of Colorado, for one, is undeterred. Next spring, she plans to go 
on a fly-fishing trip with her family and maybe teach her relatives a thing or two.  
  
“I have a terminal illness,” she said, “but I’m living with it.”  
  
==================================================== 
  
A Message from Will Seeley at Get Outdoors, Inc. 
  
Dear members of Nat Green Fly Fishers,  
  
We have recently added a Fishing Dept to complement our Kayak Fishing Dept.  
Currently this includes TFO fly rods and reels, a nice assortment of fly-fishing 
accessories, a good selection of both fresh and saltwater flys, as well as a few dozen 
books on fly fishing.  We will also be expanding into conventional tackle as we move 
into the winter season.  
I would like to invite your members to attend our customer appreciation day, Friday 
November 26th.  We would like to extend an additional 5% discount to all sale items to 
the members of the Nat Green Fly Fishers.  
In addition, I would like to offer our facility as a meeting site for one of your meetings 
over the winter or spring season.  The North Carolina Kayak Fishing Association already 
meets here once a month, and I would love to have you join us for these meetings as well. 
I would love to discuss the possibility of some clinics one or more of your members 
might be willing to give at our shop, as fly fishing is a new venture for our store and we 
are certainly open to any advise and expertise you may be able to offer us and our 
customers.  
Please let me know if you have any questions, comments or concerns.  
Thanks, 
Will  
William Seeley,  
Manager  
GET:OUTDOORS  

http://www.getoutdoors.us/


1515 West Lee Street,  
Greensboro , NC 27403  
Phone- 336-294-3918  
Fax- 336-294-3989  
  
will@getoutdoors.us 
  
www.getoutdoors.us  
"Don't buy a kayak that will take care of you, get one that is fun and will make you 
learn." - Corran Addison  
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